Sacred Heart Home Care Strike Vote News

Great Participation in Strike Vote!

The strike authorization vote has closed with close to 100% participation from the bargaining unit. The results show a significant majority of nurses support going out on strike to get a fair contract. This vote does not mean a strike will automatically happen. But it puts us one step closer to getting a strike authorization from the ONA Labor Cabinet. With support from the CAT, you all have worked hard to send a clear message to PeaceHealth that you deserve wage parity with the Medical Center. This vote sends that message loud and clear.

Your team goes back to mediation on Friday January 5. We will be working to get PeaceHealth to come to table and get an agreement. A strike is not the goal – a good contract with wage parity is the goal. A strike is an important tool we have to move PeaceHealth and one we will use but only if necessary.

Thank you to all our CAT members for their hard work getting out the vote. This is part of
democratic process as a union, so it was important that everyone get the chance to make their voice heard. Thank you to everyone who voted. We appreciate you!

SHHCS Bargaining Team,
Jo, Faith, Dianne, Desi, and Allison

If you have any questions, please contact your ONA labor representative Laura Lay at Lay@OregonRN.org.